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Hi guys, Scott here and I'd like to welcome you to another episode of our ZCode sports podcast that
shows you the way to become a successful sports investor.
During the last few years, we have met a great number of experts who make a living from betting
professionally. We have found out their secrets on what makes them so profitable. I hope you have
been enjoying the interviews so far and if you are new to the show, please make sure to go back and
download the recent episodes from iTunes or SoundCloud; it's a must listen for anybody who wants
to become successful and avoid the common mistakes!
Today, however, let’s turn the tables and instead of interviewing you, on behalf of the whole ZCode
community, I will be answering your questions! I have selected the best of the best from the
hundreds of questions we received during the last months, so let’s dive into it. Remember that this
episode is not about me, but about the things that concern you the most—so we will try to provide
you with solutions to your problems and help you to become a successful winner.
I promise I'll make it fast and easy and fun. I don't care if you are new to sports investing and taking
your first steps in building a great passive income based on sports or if you are a pro handicapper
looking for great up-to-date systems and stats to liven up your game, ZCode is THE place for you to
find your answers.
You see guys, this might sound bold but over the years ZCode VIP club has grown into a successful
profit making machine, if you will. Hundreds of successful sports investors doing it for a living. I will
be straight with you: I WANT YOU to become one of them. I want you to succeed. That is after all
why we are all here.
ZCode’s become a place where the best of successful sports masterminds, who make a living from
sports investing, come together to share their ideas, systems and picks with us all. It's a close
community and you and I have the privilege of being part of it.
So lets get started with your questions

The first is a question from Mark: So how did it all begin? How did you guys get into sports
investing?
Great question, Mark. So let’s see what the founding father of ZCode, Mike Z., is saying. Let me
quote him on this:
"Well... sports stats have been my passion ever since childhood. I didn’t really care much about the
game itself; what I cared about was scores, ratings, stats, etc. I’d barely watch a few games per
season but I could tell you all about the scores, all the players, all the minute details about various
teams and their standings and ratings. When I was a child, I used to cut out sports tables and ratings
from the daily newspaper and put them on the wall near my bed, so I could dream of it while
sleeping. *lol* Seriously, that’s embarrassing I know, but I did that for years! There were no
computers back then in our house."
The core team was formed back in 1999 when we started to gather professional sports statistics
which helped us create and perfect the model over the course of 16 years. That made it the industry
standard in sports investing and it has helped you and other thousands of bettors win consistently. I
hope one day you will become part of our success story as well!

James is asking: Why does ZCode mostly concentrate on American major sports?
We like to say that ZCode is not just about sports. It’s about making money doing what you love:
sports investing. Like someone said, if we could make money on a turtle run in Zambia, we would
make a mathematical model for it too. American sports are easier to understand and well known all
over the world, plus there’s plenty of stats and info available. But we are glad to see new schools are
forming in our community on other sports as well, such as tennis, horse racing, soccer, AFL, etc.
Rob2007 is asking: How did you come up with the original Z-Code model?
Our ZCode team comes from a currency trading background and we have a great deal of software
development experience in that field. Unite those and apply the result to sports = you get a winning
model.
We united efforts with the brightest minds in sports and the greatest programmers we could find. I
will not lie: we were not the first to have made mathematical prediction models on sports. There
were others like Accuscore, Sportsinsights, etc.
Their main issue is always giving you too much theory and no real practical ways to win. I mean
providing 100,000 simulations, trends and stats on the game is good, but ask them how to win with
all that material? How to interpret it? They have no answers.
They’d tell you that Tigers have a 67% chance to win the game. So what? I mean, how are you
supposed to bet it? With what kind of money management? No answer!
Guessing a winner is easy. Making money consistently is a different story.

At ZCode, our vision was to create a working model that can generate easy-to-follow picks. And most
importantly, each system must be fully back-tested. Of course, past performance never guarantees
future success, but the chances are that a system that has been consistently winning since 2006 will
keep on winning, right? And it is true. I am glad to say that most of our systems (Alpha, Delta,
Aragorn, etc) keep on winning with real money, exactly in line with the back-tests!
The ultimate goal was to build a sports prediction service based on the idea of transparency. The
niche of sports betting is overcrowded by scam artists; it’s sad but true. In some countries, sports
betting is even illegal, like it’s some sort of evil. In reality, investing in sports is not very different
from investing in gold, Euros, dollars, apple stocks. It’s just more fun and easier to understand for
regular people, especially for those who love sports. The idea of transparency is what our
community and service is based on.

GregS. is asking: Every time i log into the ZCode community, I find myself surrounded by positiveminded winners. How do you maintain such positivity in the community? Other sports forums are
always full of negativity, personal attacks and fights.
Well, you can’t create positivity artificially, but there are a few tips:
a) You need to have a product that WORKS. Simple as that! You can’t make people happy if they are
only losing. When creating a product, most people devote all their time to sales pitches and quality
marketing, and put next to no effort into the product itself. Crappy ebooks are what you get at best.
The result? A lot of disappointed clients asking for refunds.
We went the opposite way. When we started, we had no marketing at all! God, we had no site even!
We started as a Facebook group and grew up from there, right from scratch! For months, I was
personally posting all the predictions there, every single day, trying to spread my passion and vision
to our followers. And it worked. People saw the effort we were putting into the product and not
asking for anything back, aside from a reasonable monthly subscription fee to offset the costs and
salaries. Most of our tools also have free alternative versions (Oscillator, Line reversal tools, Apps) to
help people with no capital start in this business.
We also have ZERO tolerance of shady scammers or people trying to alter their results and records.
No matter whether your system is losing or winning, each expert has his own topic where the results
are tracked.
Same goes for our own tools, like Alpha/Delta trend. The results, including a full back-test since
2006, are available for people to track and analyze. It gives people confidence that if someone says
“I am 54 units up,” it means he made it for real and people could follow that to make profits too.
Alberto has set up the so-called “Capper police” where his team tracks different systems and helps
followers to understand the results by looking at easy charts.

Question from Derrick S.: Why do most cappers fail when they start to sell picks?

Most cappers don’t understand that selling picks is a business and that knowing sports is not enough
to be successful in it. You also need to have a good knowledge of marketing, programming, site
building, traffic generation, customer service, payment processors…
Why do most of them fail? Here is a classic example: A guy with no big bankroll feels like he is
winning in a sport while paper trading and he might feel he’s on a winning streak… “I am 8-2 in the
last 10? I am as hot as the sun! Maybe I am a new sports-prediction God??”
What’s next? He needs a bankroll. How to get it? Right, sell picks. How to sell picks? He needs a
website. But how to make it? No idea.
He starts learning site building, wasting precious time on learning basic html instead of devoting
time to what he is doing best – analyzing sports. When the site is finally ready (not to mention it
usually looks like crap), the capper already lost track of sports and when he comes to the point to
sell picks, he already have no idea on what’s going on!
Most of the time that he spent went into site creation and finding traffic. Finally a first client! “I just
paid; send me a winner LOCK today!!”
Blood pressure goes up. The cheeks become red. You sweat; you must send a “sure win” or he will
demand a refund the next day! What happens next? Collapse! The capper collapses into a long losing
streak. Emotions take over, angry clients keep mailing for refunds every day, everything goes
downhill. End of story. I see this happening over and over again. People will call him a SCAM and
move on. The guy will leave the business, thinking people did not understand him. Or if he is truly a
scammer, he’ll restart under a new name…
And the vicious cycle repeats.
The solution? The quick answer is – unite your efforts with the best of the best. You can’t succeed
alone. Human life means it’s impossible to be the best in all spheres of IT technology. Learn from the
best, surround yourself with the best minds and learn from them. Keep an open mind. Let go of
“God Mode” and accept that some people have better knowledge than you do. Don’t try to prove
them wrong; instead, learn from them. And you will become successful too!
Question from Thomas Fillberg, Sweden: What are the most common mistakes that newbies make?
How can I avoid them?
The harsh reality of sports investing is that it has the “investing” word in it. Any form of investing
assumes you have something to invest. The most common failure story is when someone with his
last $300 joins the service, paying $198 for the fee and expecting to get rich automatically with the
remaining $100 in less than 1 month—with no betting experience whatsoever!
Instead of spending the time to learn and understand the systems and the money management, this
guy over-bets like crazy on every pick he sees, makes every single newbie mistake, blows his $100 in
one week, and leaves forever, angry, without understanding what a gem he is missing out on.
Unfortunately sports investing does not work like that. It’s not a get rich overnight trick. It’s a
process that requires very serious dedication: learning money management, paper betting,

understanding the concepts of ABC progressions and line reversals. It all requires time and
commitment.
However the long term payout is so great, it is always worth it. Once you get hold of all the tools
and systems, you feel really empowered. You feel like you’ve risen to the NEXT LEVEL and you’re
ready to start a new exciting career of sports trading. It’s like forex or stocks trading, just more fun.

Mark again (good question mate): What was your original design for ZCode and why did you create
sports betting bots?
ZCode was originally created as a platform and set of tools for professional cappers, to help them
analyze games and create their own picks. Unfortunately, as our team grew and the technology and
tools became more and more advanced and complex, it became clear that to offset the huge costs,
in order to support the developments, we needed an influx of more newbie members—not just
professional cappers. However, most newbies come with the mindset “I don’t have a clue about
sports and don’t want to analyze games. Just give me the damn picks!” This forced us to create a
tool that can help them get started easily.
Our sports betting bots are “fast start” tools that not only give exact picks to bet, but also a unit size
to place! They even make daily recaps and post their performance. Apps and Twitter alerts, Wall
Alerts, everything is automated and human-error free. And easy to follow, too!

Frank M. from Nevada is asking: Why does ZCode win? What makes it so profitable?
We have a special team called ZCode laboratory—or ZLab for short—crunching numbers day in and
day out, helping you win. Over the last 15 years, they’ve developed great automatic robotic tools.
Our human sport experts use the tools and their knowledge to provide betting suggestions. That
what makes us win—combining these two. Technology + power of human intellect and research.
That’s why we always win, and it’s documented.

The team behind ZCode is very passionate about it, and you can feel that right away. They try to
listen to every single suggestion and add new features as fast as possible. The ultimate goal is to
have all possible tools that pro sports investors might think of under your fingertips, all in one place.
But what makes ZCode really powerful is the human community of experts and followers who are
helping each other and devoted to each other’s success.
This year we introduced over 50 new automated systems for different sports developed by ZLab and
our contributing experts. These are not only profitable but also fully back-testable. You can check
their settings, improve them, and maybe even develop your own systems. Or if you are new to this,
just copy and paste the winning picks—that is fully a no-brainer. They give you exact teams to bet on
and exact unit sizes. No guess work! It’s a really easy way to quickly build your bankroll.

Charles is asking: What makes the ZCode community so addictive?
Some people say ZCode is like Facebook, but about sports. Sports Facebook, if you will. But instead
of posting funny pictures of cats, we discuss what really matters: great games, money management,
winning approaches to sports investing. So basically, it’s still fun but also helps your capital grow
along the way! And yes, it’s so addictive. I can’t help but check it almost every hour!
It might be bold to say, but it’s true: ZCode was originally designed with the idea of helping other
people to win at sports investing. The matter of fact is, 99% of so-called ’sports capping services’
selling picks are designed with the only purpose – to make their creators rich with a quick buck. They
sell you B.S. picks and after you lose and cry for help they tell you, “no problem, we covered your
back. You are getting one more free month of our picks!“ And guess what you get? Exactly that, one
more month of losing picks. *lol* Don’t be naive. If something is too good to be true, it certainly is.
It’s not a secret that ZCode creators—like me—were already rich when creating the service with
several successful businesses in other niches. We understand how serious business works and were
not looking for quick buck to rip people off.
Instead we were looking for way to make a honest and transparent service, where not only are the
systems provided of the highest quality, with full statistical data and back-tests backing the results,
but also where members can openly communicate with each other, share ideas and strategies and
see each other progress. We strongly believe such model is a fresh breath of air in an industry full of
scams, and I am happy to see that people appreciate it as well: we have the lowest refund rate in the
industry, as low as only 4%.
The forum we have is a gem, with so much important knowledge that you will never find anywhere
else. And the best thing is, we don’t have whiners and tire-kickers: only people committed to success
and helping each other. It makes a big difference.
If you want a get rich recipe, here it is: always be passionate and honest about what you are doing
and devote 100% of your energy to it. Like someone great said, where focus goes, energy flows and
results show. That’s where money goes too.

Question from Steve: How can I be a winner?
To be a winner, you need to learn the most important thing that 99% newbies fail to learn—
consistency and long term mindset. If you are worried and in a rush, instead of learning you are
impatient to win right from the start. Like any other serious money making process, sports investing
is not a get-rich-quick scam that you can join and automatically become rich.
We need to face it—people with “I have been betting for 3 days and I’m still not winning” attitudes
will never win. They will drop the ball after 5 days and will miss all the profits that come later. And
that is fine with me, because there are others who will reap all the benefits. Learning what works
and how to follow experts and learn from their knowledge is the real value and treasure of our
community here.

I might sound clichéd here, but i always love to say, “Give a man a fish and you feed him for a day.
Teach a man to fish and you feed him for a lifetime.”
I am always trying to help people understand what’s behind the systems and picks. “An investment
in knowledge pays the best interest.” – Benjamin Franklin.
ZCode gives you tools, knowledge and the mindset to help you win. Armed with those tools, the rest
is easy!
Did you know that our community has hundreds of people who make a living out of sports investing?
They DO know what they’re talking about. Some of them have 30-40 years of experience or even
more, and these guys might’ve even started betting before you were born. So chances are, they
know something about it and have seen it all. Instead of rejecting what they say and trying to prove
them wrong, take the chance to actually learn from them. Look into their minds, learn what is
behind the system you are following. I hope you listened to my interviews with some of these bright
minds on our podcast, it really is a must-listen!
Remember, PROXIMITY is the power guys! Being around winning people will make you one. If they
can do it, so can you! Remember, whether you think you can, or you think you can't—you're right.
Watch your thoughts. Don't let the loser mindset take over you and stop you from achieving success.
Watch who you surround yourself with. If you are on a forum full of losers and whiners, chances are
you will become one. ZCode club is a unique place where successful people form the mastermind
core and exchange their ideas and picks in effort to help each other succeed. I don’t know why, but
this is how it goes. And everybody appreciates that. So instead of just following picks blindly, try to
get into the head of the expert, learn how he analyzes games, read his game comments and see how
he is doing it. Chances are, one day you might develop your own system that could be BETTER!
Nobody is born an expert. The mighty oak was once a little nut that stood its ground.

Question from George S. from London, UK: How much profit has ZCode made?
Well instead of me saying how great ZCode is, let the numbers speak for themselves.
We created a public account on monitoring site BetDog, which was quickly doubled in front of your
eyes. You can verify all bets yourself.
So far it has made 369 wins – only 99 Loses + 278,614 USD profit (account more than quadrupled!)
Don't believe me? Just google ZCode BetDog and you will find it easily.
If you look at the profit chart during the last 6 weeks, you will see I could receive a realistic deposit
growth. Some weeks were better than others, but in the long run I was consistently winning.
Now that's what other so-called sports handicappers lack: consistency. They get on a hot streak, sell
you some winning picks for a while and then leave you stranded on a cold streak, with you losing
everything in the meantime.

What's different about ZCode’s system is that it has been verified since 1999. Each winning and
losing pick is available for members to check and verify in the members zone.
We developed a formula with over 80 parameters in the calculation! Everything you can think of is
there: player conditions, injuries, Home or Away teams stats, goalies and pitchers, past
performance, predicted future performance, trainers, events and weather, importance of match,
rivalries, head to head stats; you name it, it's there. Everything needed to calculate a very precise
outcome.
Bottom line, I think the ZCode lab guys cracked the code; and the monitored account balance is a
living proof of that. Sounds complicated? The best thing you don't really even need to worry about
it—the whole thing is fully automatic!

Question from Sarah: What is the number one reason newbies fail on sports betting?
Great question and very important one. The number one reason is jumping in unprepared and hot
headed, betting real money without taking the time to learn and understand how things work, how
the tools work and what money management is.
Trust me, I know you are eager to jump right into action, but that is exactly where the pitfall is. 99%
of people who start betting on day 1 without learning anything about the systems and required
money management will lose their money. How do I know? We sent out a good survey and it turned
out to be the most likely way to fail. On the first day, people are full of energy and they bet every
single game they see just to blow the bankroll next day. But I know that is not WHO YOU ARE. You
are here to succeed and that is exactly why you need to start with paper betting. You will not get
rich in one week from paper betting, but you will learn the skills, money management techniques
and ability to follow winning systems that will pay out for the rest of your life. Trust me, it is THAT
IMPORTANT.
This is why. And this is the most important thing, after all! The first month is when you are forming a
HABIT of consistently following the system. Studies shows that if you put an effort into something
for 30 days, it then becomes a habit. If you put an effort into following a winning sports investing
system, you will become successful!
Yeah, being a winner is a habit of consistently following the system.
There is however one very important thing I want to tell you before you even start! This is so
obvious but nobody who starts betting really understands it at first. Write this down, please. Sports
investing is a PROCESS. It WILL have bad days and losing streaks. That is inevitable. And if you came
to win every single day, it's just unrealistic and you need to manage and adjust your expectation plan
to avoid disappointment. You WILL win long term. I am 100% confident in that! I am doing it,
hundreds of other members are doing it for a living. But it does not mean we are winning every
single day. Like in any other business, there are good and bad days.
Imagine you are opening a shop. On your first day, people come in their dozens for your grand
opening sale and you are really happy. On day two the hype goes down and you see fewer people.

On day 3, even fewer. On day 4 you see just 5 guys passing by. So WHAT? Will you quit and close
your shop just after 4 days of work?? God NO! You will start learning marketing, you’ll invest in
promotional ads, bringing in new customers and growing your business. You KNOW you will succeed
and you WILL do it. So why on earth would you quit sports investing after a couple of bad days? It
makes no sense but I see so many newbies doing it again and again. They never get through this
initial 7-day magic period. But you promised us you WILL. Remember, quitters never win and
winners never quit.
And I know you will succeed. There is no other way!

Next question from Diego R.: What sports does ZCode cover? Do I need to pay extra to get more
sports in the membership?
Remember Diego, sports investing is not just about sports. It is about… well, investing. Like any other
type of investing—for example Forex, stocks etc—you follow the system here and you don’t gamble,
you’re looking for consistent winners. In fact we hate gambling!
Back to your question: it covers all major sports. MLB baseball, NBA basketball, NFL football, NHL
hockey and even soccer. But that is only the tip of the iceberg. We have even horse racing, tennis
picks, AFL, volleyball… you name it! The whole year is covered. There are no months with no bets
and it's a full-inclusive package. We don't charge anything extra for more sports; all is included!
There is not a single day without sports! In summer we profit from MLB baseball, soccer, tennis and
horse racing. In winter we have NHL hockey, NFL football and NBA basketball running! So yes, you
can be winning all year round.

Diego is also asking (not sure if it is same Diego): what if I don’t know the rules of baseball?
You don't have to! Again, it's not about sport at all. You just copy and paste winners, and place the
bet on the team that is supposed to win! You don't have to worry about how the game is played on
the field. All you need is the final score. :) Easy right? Well, it actually is. For example, my friend
David made $457 from a small $100 account. He had no clue about sports and he still does not give a
damn about sports—all he cares about is the money, after all.
Following ZCode picks is really easy. No guesswork, easy to use even if you have no clue about
sports. Truly copy-paste winners! You follow automated picks or sports expert systems inside the
ZCode VIP club! It’s as good as looking over their shoulders as they post their systems and picks on
the private forum every day!
We are proud to have a community of winning experts who DO WIN in sports betting and have been
doing so for years, so you are not alone. You are amongst people who make their living by betting on
sports professionally.

Question from John M.: How do I get rich? What are the secrets?
haha! Easy! 3 steps to get rich…
Step 1: set your mind right. That is 80% of success. If you think it is BS, think again! A loser finds a
way to lose even if he is winning. A winner finds a way to win even if he is losing at halftime. He will
find the extra breath to make sure he wins in overtime, he wins in the 11th inning, he will do
whatever it takes to GET IT DONE. He never quits. You scored 2 runs in the top of the 13th inning?
He will score 4 runs in the bottom and still win. It is true for teams; and it is true for life. Your
attitude determines what you attract in life.
Don’t worry about HOW! Stop worrying about how to win, what to follow, what the best pick Is. The
tools come later. The reasons and the right mindset come first.
You can get best tools in the world but still lose if your mind is wrong. I love someone’s analogy ,
from Trey I think: imagine if we give a person a REAL money printer and he plugs it in, sees there is
no ink inside, and cries “it’s a scam, please refund, it has no ink!“. He’d be 1 inch from success but
just found a way to quit and lose it all.
The difference between a good team and a bad team, in most cases, is NOT their skill set. These guys
are already top of the top. To get to NBA or MLB, you must be better than millions of kids and
thousands of people in minor leagues. These guys are all superstars with similar skills. The difference
is NOT salary. You can’t buy a win with more money. Remember teams like the Angels and Yankees?
They have the highest salaries and can’t even make playoffs this season.
The difference is the right mindset and the winning momentum! The loser will find a way to lose
even if he has all the skills he needs. He just doesn’t believe it is possible for him and shuts the door,
he puts doubt in his own head.
Now if you are a winner in your own mind, you will then be a winner in life too. The brain will do the
adjustments and lead you to the right tools. It will keep you on track during the hard times and
losing streaks. Trey said that winners are not those who never lose a bet; winners are those who
have the consistency to stay on track, see the big picture and reap all the benefits later.
Step 2: Use the right tools and form a mastermind group. Surround yourself with like-minded
people who know more than you and who pull your forward instead of whiners who drag you down.
Share ideas, build systems together. ZCode is a good place to be. That’s why I am here.
Step 3: Bring the best value to people that you can possibly give. After you have a mastermind
group, share the best ideas you have with them. Don’t worry about someone stealing your idea. You
won’t get rich alone. It’s impossible. You will get rich together with a group of people who support
you in hard times, who celebrate together during the big wins. They help you stay on track and that
is the real value of community. Give the best you have. Share best ideas. People will love you and
contribute back to you! It’s a win-win situation.
Bring the most value you can and the money will follow!!

Question from Peter Johnson from UK: What kind of people is it better to avoid when you are
seeking advice in sports investing?

I don’t stand 3 types of people: whiners, quitters, and know-it-all gurus. Watch who you surround
yourself with, guys! Put these 3 categories aside and limit any contact with them and your life will
change. Those guys are crabs that drag you down; they are envious of your success.
a) If you are whining and losing, you just bring more of it. Whatever you think about, you bring
about. Nobody cares about your misfortunes, and by complaining and whining you build a rejection
zone around yourself. Successful people are running away from you and they don’t spend time with
you. That’s a dead cycle. Break your pattern. Stop visiting forums where people whine, call
everything a scam, and complain how they lost money. You will just bring more of that into your life.
If you have such place in your browser’s bookmarks, I urge you to delete it right away and never go
back. You will not regret!!!
b) Avoid "Quitters". Quitters never win and winners never quit. A lot of people try new things just to
quit the next day when something goes wrong. Idea did not work out? The system did not win? So
what! Get up and start over! Make adjustments, improve, get better! But never quit. Stop looking
for the ‘next big thing’—you will spend your whole life looking for it and never find it. The next big
thing is you—and all you need is in your head already. Use it!
c) Avoid "Know it all" gurus. Some good friend said to me, “The day I consider myself a perfect
expert, I die.“ If you reach perfection, you stop growing; you shut out the opportunities. You gain
that mentoring tone in your voice that people hate. Keep your mind open to new opportunities: they
come when you are looking for them!

You know, a lot of people unconsciously program themselves to be losers. It’s very, very dangerous!
I get emails or Facebook messages like this all the time :
“Hi, please help me. I am always losing. I dont know what to do to stop losing?? I see you do great,
you won a pick yesterday but I was too late to place it so I decided to place sharks ML and lost. So
today you made a new parlay and I was in a hurry and placed over 1.5 on a wrong team and lost
again. I don’t know why I am always losing?? Does the system even work? Please please help me
stop losing!!!”
See that? He said “losing” 20 TIMES!!!! To stop losing, STOP talking about how bad a loser you are!
Shift your focus to winning!
Program yourself to be a winner first. Change any “loss” to “could not win but I will do it tomorrow”.
Put certainty and confidence that you are a winner into your thoughts.
And you will be one!

My favorite quote is, “Work like you don’t need the money. Sing like no one’s listening, dance
like nobody’s watching, love like you’ve never been hurt, win like you’ve never lost and live like
its Heaven on earth!”
Let’s WIN!

To wrap it up, we have a good final question. Ken is asking: What’re your plans for the coming
years?
We always keep saying that ZCode is here to stay for years to come. Thanks to our VIP client base,
we can ensure the ongoing development and support of our LAB programmers. This model has
worked for us ever since we opened two years ago and I don’t want to ‘fix what is not broken’. All of
our improvements are made smoothly and unintrusively. We keep adding more and more good
features and stats every day, creating new models, bots systems, etc.
The ultimate goal is to have a place where everything you need for sports investing is at your
fingertips, so you don’t need to subscribe to other sites just to get similar info on the game.
We also plan to add college sports and give more presence to sports like tennis, horse racing, AFL,
boxing, etc!
We are looking forward to a successful future in sports investing together with all our wonderful
ZCode members!
So if you are still missing out, I urge you to give it a try. Upgrade to your ZCode membership, get
inside, make yourself at home, use our tools and automated systems, win with us, learn from our
experts and become one of the people who make a living by professionally betting on sports. Let go
of the gambling habits and discover that sports betting is fun and really profitable if done right! See
you inside!
Ah—almost forgot! Don’t forget about our ZCode sports investing bible book, a true gem and a jump
start to your sports investing career—and it’s free! Download it at www.sportsinvestingbible.com
Have a great day!

Not a Zcode Member? Missing the winners? Join us here: http://zcodesystem.com

